Abstract-In this work, we investigate PET-image reconstruction by using optimization-based algorithms. The work is motivated by the observation that advanced algorithms may be exploited potentially for improving PET-reconstruction quality in current applications and for enabling innovative, advanced PET-scan configurations. may be used for enabling the design of innovative PET systems. Specifically, we investigate image reconstruction from data, collected with PET-scan configuration with sparsely-populated detectors, by formulating it as an image-total-variation (TV)-constrained, Kullback-Leibler (KL)-data-divergence minimization, and then by solving the minimization with a primal-dual optimization algorithm developed by Chambolle and Pock. We carry out IEC-phantom data studies to demonstrate the potential of the reconstruction design and algorithm in enabling PET imaging configurations with reduced number of detectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
In advanced digital PET scanners, detector materials constitute a significant portion of the cost, and therefore it is of cost-saving interest to consider PET-scan design with reduced number of detectors. Conversely, the saved detectors can also be exploited for building a PET scanner with an extended longitudinal coverage. In general, the reduction of detectors result in reduced measurements and thus possibly degraded image quality. Recently developed optimization-based algorithms may be used for enabling the design of innovative PET systems with reduced number of detectors, while not significantly sacrificing the PET capability and image quality. In the work, we investigate image reconstruction from data, collected with PET-scan configuration with sparsely-populated detectors, by formulating it as an image-total-variation (TV)-constrained, Kullback-Leibler (KL)-data-divergence minimization, and then by solving the minimization with a primal-dual optimization algorithm developed by Chambolle and Pock (C-P) [1] . We carry out IEC-phantom data studies to demonstrate the potential of the reconstruction design and algorithm in enabling PET imaging configurations with reduced number of detectors. The C-P algorithm [1] , [2] has exhibited a great degree of flexibility to accommodate a variety of imaging configurations. We tailor the C-P algorithm to reconstruct images from the IEC-phantom data collected with PET configurations of potential practical significance, including those with reduced number of detectors.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. PET imaging system
In this study, we collect data by using a prototype digital PET/CT scanner. The PET scanner is arranged into 72 detector tiles in each of 5 tile-rings. Each tile consists of 8 × 8 crystals and the crystal size is 4 mm × 4 mm.
We investigate a sparse configuration for this PET scanner, which is to remove odd-numbered tiles in the oddnumbered tile-rings, and even-numbered tiles in the evennumbered tile-rings. In such configuration, the total number of crystals is reduced to 50% of the original. We refer to data collected with the PET configurations with fully populated and sparsely populated tiles as full and sparse PET configurations. and refer to the data collected from full and sparse PET configurations as full and sparse data.
B. Data acquisition from the IEC phantom
We acquire data by using an IEC phantom with the full PET configuration. In the IEC phantom there are 6 fillable spheres of 10 mm, 13 mm, 17 mm, 22 mm, 28 mm, and 37 mm diameter. The smallest four spheres are filled with activity of 4 times the background, and the largest two spheres have no activity. The total photon counts collected during scan is about 100 million. The sparse data were extracted from the full data for the sparse PET configuration described above.
C. Optimization-based reconstruction
We formulate the reconstruction problem as a TVconstrained, KL-minimization program [2] , [3] :
where f is an image vector, g is a data vector for measured events, g r for random events, and g s for scatter events. In Eq (1), H denotes the system matrix of PET imaging model, ∇ is a matrix representing a finite differencing approximating to the image gradient, the function ||x|| i represents the ith entry of vector x, and ||x|| 1 calculates the 1 -norm of vector x, γ, which is the image TV constraint, defines a solution set. The solution of Eq. (1) is an image corresponding to the minimum KL divergence within a solution set defined by the image TV constraint γ. In an attempt to solve Eq. (1), we employ a primal-dual optimization algorithm developed by Chambolle and Pock [1] , [2] . For comparison, we also reconstruct images by using the row-action maximum likelihood algorithm (RAMLA) [4] . In this study, we reconstruct images with voxels of size 4 × 4 × 4 mm 3 .
D. Quantitative evaluation metrics
We evaluate images by using percent contrast of hot/cold spheres and percent background variability (e.g., noise level) defined in NEMA NU 2-2012 [5] . A transverse slice of image containing the cold and hot spheres is used in the assessment. Circular regions of interest (ROIs) are drawn on each hot and cold sphere, with a diameter equal to the inner diameter of the sphere being measured [5] .
Twelve circular ROIs are drawn throughout the background. Background ROIs of 6 sizes (10, 13, 17, 22, 28, and 37 mm), corresponding to the size of the 6 hot/cold ROIs, are drawn concentrically. The background ROIs are also drawn on the slices as close as possible to +/-2 cm on either side of the central slice. A total of 60 background ROIs of each size, 12 ROIs on each of five slices are selected.
The percent contrast Q H,j for each hot sphere j, and Q C,i for each cold sphere i are calculated by:
The percent background variability N k for sphere k is calculated as:
where the sum if taken over the T = 60 background ROIs. In the above formulas, C H,j and C C,i are average value in the ROIs for hot sphere j and cold sphere i; a H and a B are activity concentration in the hot spheres and the background; C B,j/i/k is the average value of the 60 background ROIs for sphere j/i/k.
III. RESULTS
The quality of image reconstructed by use of the C-P algorithm depend on numerous parameters involved in specifying the optimization program. For example, the image TV constraint γ in Eq. (1) can impact significant impact reconstruction quality. We have performed investigation of the impact of various parameters on image reconstruction and plan to report the extensive results of the investigation elsewhere. We show here reconstructions only with one γ, which is selected based on visualization of both signal contrast and background-noise reduction. 
A. Visualization Evaluation
We reconstructed images by using the C-P algorithm from both full and sparse data of the IEC phantom, and compare the results to the RAMLA reconstruction from full data, as shown in Fig. (1) . The C-P reconstructions from full data appears to show enhanced contrast and activity-region boundaries. Moreover, the C-P reconstructions from both full and sparse data seem to show suppressed noise in the background relative to the reference image. It is worth noting that, C-P image reconstructed from sparse data, with slightly degraded image quality in certain regions due to reduced measurements, can still reveal the smallest hot spots of size 10 mm.
B. Quantitative assessment
We calculated the percent contrast of hot/cold spheres and the percent background variability in both C-P and RAMLA reconstructions. These quantitative results show that the percent contrast in the C-P reconstruction from full data is higher than that in the RAMLA result for all hot and cold spheres; and the percent contrast in the C-P reconstruction from sparse data is comparable to that in the RAMLA image. Comparing the percent background variability, we observe that C-P reconstructions from both full and sparse data possess lower noise level than the RAMLA image. Moreover, the selection of ROI sizes appears not to have significant influence on calculation of percent background variability for the C-P images.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we have investigated image reconstruction by using the C-P algorithm, a primal-dual optimization algorithm from IEC phantom data collected with digital PET scanners. In particular, we studied configurations containing detectors less than that in a conventional PET configuration. The C-P reconstructions appear to show suppressed background noise and enhanced contrast than do RAMLA reconstructions. The results suggest that advanced reconstruction algorithms can be exploited for enabling the design of PET systems of potential practical utilities.
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